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● This lecture is not a powerpoint show
● This lecture does not substitute an university course
● I know that your knowledge about the topic varies a lot
● So we have to make compromises in simplicity and depth
● Still I hope that all of you may profit somehow
● The viewgraphs shown are only for illustrations 
● We will develop things together in discussion and at blackboard  
● I hope there are lots of questions. I shall ask you a lot 

Preface 
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Structures at different sizes 

Elementary 
    Particle 
       Physics 
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3 Fermion Generations 

Interactions through 
Gauge Boson Exchange 

This lecture is going to tell you something 
about HOW we arrived at this picture
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Content of this lectures .

Its only a sketch : 
Depending on your preknowledge
we will go more or less in detail 
in the different subjects 
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WHY 
High 
Energies ? 
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The very basic
minimum you have
to know about
Relativistic
Kinematics
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Which CM-energy
do we reach at
HERA ?
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HEP 100 Years ago : Radioactive Decay  

=He−nucleus ....=electron ...= photon

Energy region : MeV 
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Today :
Some more particles :
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The Particle Zoo

I can't spare you this chapter. 
Quarks are nice to EXPLAIN observed phenomena.
But, what we OBSERVE are particles like 
protons, muons, pions,..........
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'Artificial' Production of New Particles   (Resonances):

− p scattering
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Particle classification 

Hadrons : strongly interacting

Leptons : not Strongly interacting
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All these particles are listed
in the 
Particle Data Booklet 

PDG

 A 'real HEP physicists' is never
without this HEP-bible
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There are lots of particles

 but

you have to know only
 VERY FEW 

Here are the MESONS

 , , K , D , B , J / ,Y
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And here are the
 BARYONS 

p , n , , ,
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Leptons :
Fermions not participating
in strong interactions 

Gauge Bosons :
The mediators of the 
fundamental interactions 

e , , ,e ,
,



 Photon, W , Z, gluon
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Particle Lifetimes

Depend on type of decay
and particle mass

Produce beams of
unstable particles
or even store them 
(muon storage rings) ?

Yes, thats possible ! !
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 The lightest Hadron  (strongly interacting particle )  is the  PION

Nearly 100 %

Very Rare 

WHY ?????

Longlived 
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 There is also a NEUTRAL   PION

Nearly 100 %

WHY ?????

Shortlived 
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There are also 'Strange Particles'    The lightest one is the   KAON 

                                                            

Why are KAON decays
so different from 
PION decays ? 
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The KAON Decay Chain :

Dominant decays

K , , , e
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A Kaon decay seen in a Cloud Chamber
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                          The famous J/Psi Particle (charm)
 has a mass of 3.1 GeV and thus a very big variety of decay possibilities

....and this continues over some pages in the PDG booklet....
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Relation between 
Particle lifetime and 
Particle width
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The Standard Model 

Matter Particles (Fermions) interacting with Gauge Bosons

Fermions : 3 Generations of Quarks and Leptons

   Interactions :
Electromagnetic : Photon 
Weak                  : W, Z 
Strong                 : Gluons 
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 The Fermions of the STANDARD MODEL
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The elementary Fermions span a huge range of Masses
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The interactions  and their related Theories 

Details in HEP Theory Lecture
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Interactions  :

Feynman Diagram
      Concept
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Vertex Couplings :

The different interactions 
have different properties
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Feynman Diagrams : 

Vertices
Fermionlines
Exchange Boson
Fourmomentum Transfer
Transition Amplitude
Cross Section
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Application :
e+ e- Annihilation into 
 -  e+ e- pair
 - mu+ mu- pair 

Why do the angular spectra
 differ so drastically ?

+

+
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e+ e- Annihilation into Lepton pairs 

Why do the angular spectra differ so drastically ?

Separate conservation of 'electronic' and 'muonic' Lepton Number ! 
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How did this Picture emerge :

The Particle Generations 

Start with FIRST Generation Fermions
*  Electron
*  Neutrino
*  u-Quark
*  d-Quark
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 Antiparticles :

Proposed by DIRAC 

e+ discovered by Anderson
             1933
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The NEUTRINO :

Postulated by PAULI 1930
 (energy and spin violation
  in beta-decay)

Observed at Reactor 
        1956
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 HADRONS :

 Strongly interacting particles
 Built up by QUARKS
 

Pion charge exchange
scattering 

Hydrogen Bubble Chamber
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 .. and the corresponding Feynman diagram :
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 The Antiproton was found 
in 1955 at the then highest 
energy proton accelerator 

Here  an antiproton is seen 
 annihilating
 in an emulsion target

 What is the minimal Proton energy 
 to produce in pp scattering Antiprotons ?
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SECOND Generation Fermions
*  Muon
*  Muon-Neutrino
*  c-Quark
*  s-Quark
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The second generation Lepton : The MUON

Muon mass = 105 MeV 
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Cosmic Muon recorded in the H1 Detector 

s
 

Muons do not interact strongly and do not radiate:
They thus have a strong penetration power through matter   
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There are also COSMIC SHOWERS  producing MULTIMUONS : 

Of courses when doing e-p physics at HERA
we do not really like these 'Disturbances'
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The muon has its own neutrino partner 

The first neutrino 
experiment at
accelerators .1962 
Brookhaven, USA
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Discovery of STRANGE HADRONS  :

High cross section 

Long lifetime
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Postulating a 
third Quark 
(s-quark)
can explain 
the observations

Strangeness :
Conserved in strong Interactions 
NOT in CC-weak interactions 
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Compare the decay rates 
of the lightest 
non-strange (PION) and
strange (KAON) 
mesons 

Generation changing weak 
(CC) decays are suppressed

Leptonic decays 

Hadronic decay
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Observation 1963 

Particles of the Spin 3/2 Baryon Dekuplett 

Strangeness-
Isospin
Diagram 

s

d u

Quark model(1963 Gell-Man) :
 -  u,d Isospindoublett  (S=0)
 -  s Isospinsiglett (S=-1)
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Observation 

Quark model : Gell-Mann   SU_3
(Nobel prize 1969)

QPM Interpretation

Predicted 1963Observed 1964
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TRIUMPH of the 
QUARK Model :

 Discovery of the 
predicted 
OMEGA-
Particle 
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The Feynman Diagram for OMEGA- production and decay chain :

It is as easy as that !
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The 1974
November Revolution 
of  HEP :

Discovery of a new QUARK :

            CHARM 

www.nobel.no 

http://www.nobel.no/
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 .. at the East coast of US

Brookhaven 
Proton Synchrotron 

November 1974
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.. and at the West coast.

SLAC 
e+ e- Collider 

November 1974
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 The most spectacular 
aspect of the J/Psi
particle is its relatively 

long lifetime  
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Compare the J/Psi with other
particles of same quantum numbers 
(Vectormesons : spin 1 ; parity -1) 
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 The J/Psi can't decay in the 
'easiest' strong mode. The 
lightest charmed mesons are
too heavy !

Compare the J/Psi with 
its 'cousin', the Phi 
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One week after the J/Psi 
discovery an exited Psi'
was found.
It is also a charm-anticharm
Meson 

Only the strong decay into 
3 gluons is possible.

Electromagnetic decays
are relatively enhenced
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How the Psi particles became their names : 
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                                                Similarity between 
                                            Bound State Systems :

 POSITRONIUM : e+ e- bound system ;     e.m. Interaction   ;   eV level spacings
CHARMONIUM  : c c_bar  bound system;  strong interaction ;  GeV level spacings
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Inclusive Photon Spectra from Psi' decay :

Spectral Lines 

Continuum background

Quark Spectroscopy as beautiful as Atomic  Spectroscopy !!!!!


